
COMPARISONS OF SHAKESPEARE CHARACTERS

Many of William Shakespeare's plays have similar themes that involve characters with comparable character flaws. He
uses tragic heroes -- or antiheroes -- in his tragedies and comedies to make important points about morality, free-will,
justice and revenge. Shakespeare's plays.

See also Master. Timons even sends his faithful servant away and ends up alone. The Trojan prince Troilus
falls in love with this young daughter of a Trojan defector. Our mistrusted politicians are so many Julius
Caesars and Lady Macbeths, our ill-fated lovers Romeos and Juliets, our ingenious heroines Rosalinds and
Portias. Her father dies of a broken heart after seeing her dead. Caithness is a thane in Macbeth. Lisa Walters
Historical English Literature I Master English-German Although the works of William Shakespeare contain a
considerable number of characters, each having their own traits and personalities, it could be observed that
some show unmistakable similarity to each other. When one looks at the text closely however, it is hard to
deny that, although a certain desire to become king had probably been present from the very beginning on, Hal
undergoes considerable changes during the play. He is often known as "perjured Clarence", having broken his
oath to Warwick and fighting instead for his brother's faction. He also constructed the characters in ways that
were likely to stir up doubt among readers and spectators. Diomedes' Servant is sent with a message to
Cressida, in Troilus and Cressida. It is perhaps this shared feature that sets both characters apart from other
Shakespearean heroes. Gertrude and Ophelia both love Hamlet, yet they love him in different ways. Calchas,
Cressida's father, has defected to the Greeks, and negotiates his daughter's exchange for a Trojan prisoner in
Troilus and Cressida. Essay Macbeth and Hamlet Tragedies  Cobweb is a fairy in A Midsummer Night's
Dream. The opening of Hamlet involves a supernatural, as does the opening of Macbeth The main goal of this
paper will therefore be to point out the main similarities between these two characters in regard to issues as
identity, politics, friendship and youth. A carpenter and a cobbler are among the crowd of commoners
gathered to welcome Caesar home enthusiastically in the opening scene of Julius Caesar. Gertrude, the mother
of Hamlet, is a loving, honorable, protective mother. Some lack honorable intentions and others allow
selfishness or the lust for power to get the best of them.


